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The degree of coupling betwen pairing and collective variii

bles (viscosity) during transition from saddle point to

scission is not yet veil determined. The process is called

viscousa if nuclear pairs are broken before scission point.

If no pair ia broken, it is called superfluid.

Viscosity studies in nuclear fission have been done on the

base of odd-even effects on physical quantities correspon-

ding to fission fragments. In this opportunity, we art

going to calk about fission induced by thermal neutrons of

nuclei 2 3 3U and 2 3 5U.

Grouping some experimental results [ 1,2,3 | we can observe

odd-oven effects on fragments charge distribution (JA) and

on average fragments kinetic energy in function of charge

(fi_). These results suggested to the authors that fission

has a superfluid component.

More recently odd-even effects on fragment mass distribu-

tion (3A) and on maximal total kinetic energy in function

of fragments mass were found 14,S|. It was deduced

from those results that process in viscouss, contrary to

the superfluid hypothesis indicated above. Fox othe.- eu-

thors, this conclusion seems to be in contradiction with

odd-evec effects 6Z and (Eg I 6,7 I.

In ehl* wort, we show that a strongly viscousa process

is compatible with non-null values of tZ, 4E_ and odd-

even effects on neutron (IN). We define pairs broking

by

Q - Q7fl Q,,

where Qfe£ is the probability for fe protons pairs and I

neutrons pairs are broken. On the other hand, viscouss

process pairs are broken before scission point. Then we

can deduce the following relations:

oZ
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and

where 1 # (Eo) is the average kinetic energy of even (odd)

charge fragments and 4E represents 'the energy required to

break a single nucleon pair.

He present the numerical example
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Froa shia matrix and early apira breaking hypotheaia va

obtain tha following raaulta for odd-avan affacta:

6Z - 0.3

6B - 0.1

6A - 0

4E2 - 1.3 aE

Showing in chia way that viaeouaa proeaaa ia compatible

with obearved odd-avan effecte on fragnenta eharga dia-

tribution and on avaraga kinatic anargy in function of

chargaa.
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